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Vocabulary
1  Find eight things you can see in a city.  

 (    )

............................................      ............................................

............................................      ............................................

............................................      ............................................

............................................      ............................................

      

street

Grammar
2  Circle who, which or whose.

Dialogue
3  Put the dialogue in the correct order. 

1 An explorer is a person who / which / whose discovers new  

 countries. 

2 A dictionary is a book who / which / whose tells you what  

 words mean.

3 Shakespeare was a writer who / which / whose plays are  

 famous all over the world.

4 A pilot is a person who / which / whose flies planes.

5 This is a shop who / which / whose sells computers.

6 Ferraris are Italian cars who / which / whose are very fast  

 and  powerful.

7 Londoners are people who / which / whose live in London.

8 Harry has a cute little dog who / which / whose name is  

 Kensington – because that’s where he found him!

 Jasmin I’m also in front of the cinema. The Odeon cinema.

 Jasmin Hey, Ron, where are you?

 Jasmin Oh yes, I know. I’m on my way. 

 Jasmin The Carlton? I’ll come and find you. How do I get there again? 

 Ron I’m in front of the cinema. And you, Jasmin?

 Ron OK. See you in five minutes.

 Ron Go up Broad Street and turn left after the bank. 

 Ron Oh, dear. I’m in front of the Carlton cinema. 

1
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 The lady told Jim and Ron that the dog can bring bad luck.

 They saw a little black dog on the trail.

 Jim said it was time to go home.

 Jim and Ron went for their first walk in the mountains. 

 Jim saw the little black dog again.

 They told the lady in the hotel about the dog.

 Jim and Ron went up the mountain a second time.

 Jim fell and had to go to hospital.

1

Reading
1  Read the text. Then put the sentences in the correct order.

The black dog

Jim and his friend Ron were on holiday in a village 

in the mountains. On their first day, they went up the 

mountain for a few hours. They saw a small black 

dog on the trail. There was nobody with the dog. That 

night, they told the lady in the hotel about it. They 

were surprised when she looked scared.  

“In this village, people say, ‘If you see that dog more 

than once, you’ll have bad luck.’ Last year a climber 

fell and was badly hurt. We believe he saw the black 

dog before he fell.” Jim and Ron laughed. “We don’t 

believe that story!” they said.

The next day they were on the mountain again. 

Suddenly, Jim saw the black dog. A few minutes later, 

he fell. When he woke up in hospital, the doctors said, 

“That was a bad accident. You are lucky to be alive.”

Ron visited Jim in hospital. “Do you think you fell 

because you saw the black dog?” he asked.

“I don’t know,” answered Jim. “But I think it’s time to 

leave this village and go home.”

Vocabulary
2  Match to make phrases.

1 dream  a) worried

2 it will  b) about something

3 make a  c) bring you luck

4 a wish  d) for something

5 wish  e) wish

6 be  f) comes true

Cyber Homework 17Unit 6General course
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Grammar
3  Circle the correct option.

1 If she will find / finds out, she will be / is angry.

2 If you won’t / don’t stop playing computer games, you get / will get a headache.

3 He won’t / doesn’t pass if he won’t / doesn’t study harder.

4 They will phone / phone us if they will have / have enough time.

5 We will be / are late if we won’t / don’t run.

6 That dog stops / will stop barking if you give / will give it some food.

4  Complete the sentences with the correct form of the verbs in brackets.

1 If you ................................................ (drive) so fast, we  

 ................................................ (have) a crash.

2 If it ................................................ (not rain) tomorrow, we 

 ................................................ (have) a picnic in the park.

3 Don’t worry. I ................................................ (buy) you a new one if  

 I ................................................ (break) it.

4 I ................................................ (not tell) anyone if you  

 ................................................ (tell) me. I promise.

5 If he ................................................ (read) this, he ................................................ (understand) everything.

6 If she ................................................ (not call), I ................................................ (send) her a text.

drive
will have

Dialogue
5  Complete the dialogue with the sentences in the box.

A Are you superstitious? 

B  1..................................................................................................................................................................................................

A Like what? 

B 2..................................................................................................................................................................................................

A And what can bring you good luck?

B  3..................................................................................................................................................................................................

A Why? What will happen if you do that?

B 4..................................................................................................................................................................................................

a) It’ll come true!

b) If you find money in the street, that will bring you good luck. And you must make a wish then.

c) If I see a ladder, I never walk under it. If I do, something bad will happen.

d) Yes, I am. There are some things I never do, because they bring me bad luck. 
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Reading
1  Read about superstitions. How many of these tasks can you do?

Superstitions 
around the world

I’m from Galicia, 
in the north of 
Spain. A popular 
superstition in this 
part of Spain is 
about a long queue 
of dead people. 

They walk through the forests of Galicia 
at night. If you see these people, you will 
follow them forever. If you don’t want to 
follow them, you mustn’t go out at night 
when the moon is shining. 

I’m from Turkey. 
We believe that if 
you stand between 
two people who 
have the same 
name, and you wish 
for something, 

your wish will come true! If you see a 
spider in your house, you’ll have visitors 
that day. But if you see a black cat, you 
have to touch your hair. If you don’t do 
that, you’ll have bad luck!

In Brazil, where I live, some people believe that if you 
put the sugar into your cup before the coffee, you’ll 
get rich. But you mustn’t leave your money on the 
floor. If you do that, your money will be gone and you 
won’t know where it went.

I’m from England. 
I always write a 
test with a new 
pencil. You won’t 
make a mistake 
with a new pencil, 
because it has 

never made a mistake before!

I’m from Korea. 
A superstition 
some people in my 
country believe in is 
about washing your 
hair on the day of 
a test. If you wash 

your hair, you’ll wash away everything 
you remember. So it’s better to wash 
your hair after the test.
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  Circle T (True) or F (False) .

 1 In Galicia people believe dead people walk through the forests at night. T / F

 2 If you see a queue of dead people in Spain when the moon is bright, 

  you’ll go with them forever.    T / F

 3 If you write a test with a new pencil in England, you’ll make a lot of mistakes. T / F

  Choose the correct answer .

 4 What do some people in Turkey believe will happen if you stand between two people  

  with the same name and make a wish? 

    The two people will say thank you.   

    What you’ve wished for will come true.   

    The two people will ask you to go away.

 5 If you see a spider in a house in Turkey, what do people think will happen to you? 

    Some people will come to visit you. 

    You’ll dream about giant spiders for a week.   

    Some visitors will bring more spiders for you to see.

 6 What should you do if you see a black cat in Turkey and don’t want to have bad luck? 

    Close your eyes and don’t look at the cat.
    Put your hand on your hair.   
    Try to touch the cat and stroke it.

  Complete the sentences with no more than 4 words .

 7 In Korea some people don’t wash their hair before a test because  

  ...................................................................................................................................................................................................... .

 8 If you want to get a lot of money in Brazil, when you have a coffee, always remember  

  to put in the ........................................................................................................................................................................... .

 9 If you don’t want to lose your money in Brazil, you must never leave it

  ...................................................................................................................................................................................................... .

Vocabulary
2  Circle the correct word.

1 If you break a cup / mirror, you’ll have bad luck. 

2 If you see a black cat / cuckoo, you’ll have bad luck. 

3 If you make a wish / dish, it might come true one day.

4 Alice was wearing a beautiful mirror / necklace yesterday evening.

5 If you find money in the street, will you pick it up / hold it and take it home?

6 I stood on a crack / ladder to reach the top of the cupboard.

7 If you see a magpie in the morning, you’ll have bad plans / news.

8 Are you superstitions / superstitious?
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Grammar
3  Circle the correct form of the verbs.

Essential English – Dialogue
4  Put the dialogue in the correct order.

Some popular superstitions around the world

Japan:

1 If you carry part of a dead snake with you, you become / will become rich.

2 If you sleep / will sleep with your head to the north, you will have bad luck.

Russia:

3 If you drink and look into a mirror at the same time, you drink / will drink all your  

 good luck away. 

Korea:

4 Your girlfriend or boyfriend leaves / will leave you if you give them a pair of shoes  

 as a present.

Turkey:

5 People will come and visit you if food falls / will fall on your clothes while you are  

 eating.

United Kingdom:

6 If a bird flies / will fly into your house, someone will die in the next three days.

  A Great idea! What time are you going?

  A What are your plans for Saturday? 

  A I’d love to, but I can’t. We’re going to visit my grandparents.

  A And in the afternoon? 

  A No, the evening is free. What about you?

  B I’m going to meet Lynette in the park. Do you want to come, too?

  B Let me see … yes …. on Saturday I’m going to play volleyball in the morning.

  B 7 o’clock. I’ll pick you up.

  B I’m going to watch a film at Jack’s house. Why don’t you come too?

  B Your grandparents will like that. Have you got plans for the evening? 

1
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Essential English – Vocabulary
5  Write the numbers 1–7 in the boxes a–g to make phrases. Then match the phrases with the  

 pictures. Write the correct letter of the pictures A–G in the brackets.

A

C

E F G

B

D

1 meet  a) a party (picture …)

2 stay  b) TV (picture …)

3 play  c) dinner (picture …)

4 do  d) friends at the cinema (picture …)

5 go to  e) homework (picture …)

6 watch  f) at home and read (picture …)

7 cook  g) computer games (picture …)

1 C
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Grammar
1  Complete the sentences with the correct form of the verbs in brackets. Use the 1st conditional.

1 If you .................................................. (not stop) at the red light, you .................................................. (have) an 

accident.

2 If you .................................................. (forget) your swimming cap, you .................................................. (not be) 

allowed to swim.

3 There .................................................. (not be) any food left if we .................................................. (not get) to 

the market early.

4 If I .................................................. (get) tickets for the show, I .................................................. (phone) you.

5 If Jessie .................................................. (not feel) well, she .................................................. (not go) to school.

6 If we .................................................. (finish) our homework quickly, Mum .................................................. (let) 

us watch a film.

7 What .......................................... you .......................................... (do) if you .................................................. (get)  

a bad mark in the test?

8 If you .................................................. (find) my mobile phone, .................................................. you  

.................................................. (bring) it to me right away, please?

1 make 5 the wish 

2 break 6 cross 

3 walk under 7 eat 

4 have bad 8 meet 

Vocabulary
2  Match to make phrases.

 a mirror  a wish

 luck  a friend

 the street  comes true

 a carrot  a ladder

1

Dialogue
3  Put the dialogue in the correct order.

 A Stop worrying about everything! We’ll have a wonderful day and nothing bad will happen! 

 A There aren’t any sharks in the sea here.

 A Then we won’t go. The beach isn’t much fun in the rain.

 A Would you like to go to the beach on Saturday?

 A We won’t get lost! I’ve been there lots of times! 

 B Oh, I hope it doesn’t rain then! And what will happen if we get lost on the way to the beach?  

 B OK, I’m glad you know the way. And what will we do if we see a shark in the sea?    

 B Oh, that’s good, I’m afraid of sharks. 

 B Yes, please! I love the beach! But what will happen if it rains on Saturday morning? 

1
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Reading
1a  Read the text. How many of these tasks can you do?

  Complete the sentences with no more than 4 words . 

 1 The name of Tom’s best friend is ................................................................................................. .

 2 They have been best friends for ................................................................................................. .

 3 This blog is about how to be ................................................................................................. .

  Circle T (True) or F (False) .

 4 Sometimes you shouldn’t tell your friends the truth.  T / F

 5 You should always do what you promise your friends to do.  T / F

 6 It doesn’t matter if you fall out with your friends sometimes.    T / F

VocabulaRy: *keep a promise – ein Versprechen halten  

– +

TOM’S BLOG

Being a good friend
Welcome to my blog! Today I want to talk about friendship. I think 
that good friends are really important in life. My best friend is called 
Paul and I’ve known him for more than eight years! I’ve learned a 
lot about friendship since I met him. In this blog, I’m going to share 
some of my thoughts on how to be a good friend. Please share your 
ideas too!

➜ Be honest and trust each other
Don’t lie to your friends or just tell them what they want to hear. It’s better to be honest even if 
it’s difficult sometimes. Make sure you keep your friends’ secrets. Share your secrets with them 
and always keep your promises*. 

➜ Nobody is perfect
We don’t always get on well with everyone. Sometimes we fall out with our friends. Don’t worry 
because this doesn’t mean that the friendship is over. Maybe you stormed out of a conversation 
or maybe your friend told you to mind your own business. Even if you haven’t spoken to each 
other for a long time, you can always make up with them. Never be afraid to say sorry. 

➜ Be there and listen
Always try to find the time to listen to your friends’ problems. Don’t give up on them when they 
are going through difficult times. Paul has always helped me when I’ve had problems.

➜ Keep in touch
Sometimes friends move to different places. I know from experience that this can mean that a 
friendship changes. But there are so many ways to communicate today via social media that it 
doesn’t mean that you can’t stay in touch. 

I hope that you found my blog interesting! Please leave a comment below with your own ideas!  
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Vocabulary
2  Read the dialogue and match the phrases 1–6 with the phrases a)—f).

James 1 I’m not talking to Paul any more. I don’t know why I thought he was my friend.

Olivia Oh, dear. What’s happened?

James Well you know he 2 stopped seeing Jane about two weeks ago.

Olivia Yes, I remember. She wanted to try and 3 start again with him.

James That’s right. But he wasn’t interested.

Olivia So what’s the problem?

James Well, Jane and I have always 4 had a good relationship.

Olivia No! You didn’t?

James Well I didn’t think there was a problem. He finished with her.

Olivia So did you tell him that Jane’s your girlfriend now?

James  Yes and he 5 left the room really angrily.

Olivia Well, of course he did. James, sometimes you are really stupid.

James And I think you should 6 keep your opinions to yourself. I love her.

Olivia I give up!

a) stormed out  c) ’ve fallen out with  e) mind your own business 

b) broke up with  d) make up  f) got on really well 

  Choose the correct answer .

 7 How has Paul never let Tom down?  

    He’s never stormed out of a conversation. 

    He’s always been there for him during difficult times.  

    He’s always stayed in touch via social media. 

 8 Have any of Tom’s friends ever moved away? How do we know this? 

    No, they haven’t because he says that he knows about this from other friends. 

    Yes, they have because he says he knows about this from experience.  

    We don’t know because he doesn’t explain this. 

 9 How do you think that Tom would stay in touch with friends who live far away?

    He would visit them in the holidays.   

    He would phone them regularly. 

    He would communicate on social networking sites.

1b  What tips do you have for being a good friend? Leave a message on Tom’s blog.

– +

TOM’S BLOG Being a good friend
................................................................................................................................................................................................

................................................................................................................................................................................................

................................................................................................................................................................................................

................................................................................................................................................................................................
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Grammar
3  Circle for or since.

1 I’ve had my new phone for / since two weeks.

2 They haven’t made a new album for / since 2015.

3 My mother has had the same haircut for / since ten years!

4 Ivor hasn’t been back to Russia for / since 2010.

5 Have you lived here for / since a long time?

6 It’s been two years for / since we saw our cousins in the USA.

7 It hasn’t stopped raining for / since last Monday.

8 I’ve been at this school for / since five years.

Dialogue
4  Complete the dialogue with the answers in the box. There are two extra answers that you  

 don’t need.

a) I’ve had it since this morning when I fell out with my friend, Sarah. 

b) I want advice! Tell me what you think I should do about Sarah.

c) So do I. 

d) Yes, you could be right. I’m quite stressed because we usually get on so well.

e) Yes, I went yesterday. 

f) I’ve got a bit of a headache. 

g) For eight years.

A You don’t look at all well. What’s the matter?

B 1...................................................................................................................................................................................................

A Oh dear, how long have you had that for? 

B 2...................................................................................................................................................................................................

A Well, do you think that might be the reason for your headache?

B 3...................................................................................................................................................................................................

A I know you do. How long have you two been friends?

B 4...................................................................................................................................................................................................

A That’s a long time. Do you want my advice or shall I mind my own business?

B 5...................................................................................................................................................................................................

A I think you should call her right now and make up with her. 
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Reading
1a  Match the problems and the answers.

1b  write Sam, Beth or Caroline. You might have to write more than one name.

1  I’ve got a problem with my best friend. He met some other kids at a club he goes to 

  after school. They’re awful. They laugh at me, because they don’t think I’m cool. Now  

he doesn’t want to be my friend at school any more. But we’ve known each other for  

ten years! We’ve always done everything together. What should I do?  

Sam

2  My friend has started wearing really terrible clothes. She looks awful, but she thinks  

she looks great. I’m afraid our friends might start laughing about her. Should I tell her 

what I really think?  

Beth

3  I said something nasty* to my friend. I feel really bad about it. Now my friend won’t  

talk to me. I want us to be friends again, but she wants to find new friends. 

Caroline

a) Sometimes friends say the wrong things. Nobody can be nice all the time! But you must 

understand. You’ve made your friend sad, and you will have to wait for your friend to  

feel better about it. Then I’m sure things will be the same between you again.

b) Don’t do anything. Your friend has to choose – you, or the new friends. Your friend has  

always liked you, and you haven’t changed. But you cannot make him be your friend.

c) Why? Mind your own business! Friends should be understanding. Sometimes being  

honest isn’t the best thing to be.  

Who …

1 is sorry about something they did? ................................................................................................................ 

2 thinks other kids might make fun of their friend? ................................................................................................

3 wants to tell a friend the truth? ................................................................................................................ 

4 has got a friend who has found new friends? ........................................................................................................

5 has got a problem? ................................................................................................................ 

6 wants a friend back? ................................................................................................................ 

VocabulaRy: *nasty – gemein
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Vocabulary
3  Complete the sentences with the words in the box. 

stormed       fall       broke       make       hear       lie       gets       keeps       mind       listens

1 Sarah .......................................................... up with her boyfriend yesterday because he  

.......................................................... out of a conversation they were having. 

2 I think that with a good friend, it doesn’t matter if you .......................................................... out with  

him/her sometimes. You can always .......................................................... up again! 

3 Kim .......................................................... on well with everyone in the class because she always  

.......................................................... to people’s problems. 

4 Leo was so angry that he told Laura to .......................................................... her own business. 

5 I think a good friend doesn’t .......................................................... to you and always  

.......................................................... a secret. 

6 I think it’s important in a friend that he/she doesn’t always just tell you what you want to  

.......................................................... . 

Grammar
2  Write the words in the correct order.

1 had / bike / a month / his / for / Tony’s / new

 ...................................................................................................................................................................

2 my / had / computer / one / year / I’ve / for

 ...................................................................................................................................................................

3 sunglasses / had / last / weekend / Sue’s / her / since

 ...................................................................................................................................................................

4 our / for / new / had / car / We’ve / a week

 ...................................................................................................................................................................

5 Christmas / had / He’s / since / dog / his

 ...................................................................................................................................................................

6 that / lived / since / They’ve / flat / in / 2015

 ...................................................................................................................................................................

7 had / this / weeks / problem / for / You’ve / two 

 ...................................................................................................................................................................

Tony’s had his new bike for a month.
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Dialogue
4  Complete the dialogue with the words and phrases in the box.

Essential English – Vocabulary
5  Look at the pictures. Circle the correct word.

A  I’m so 1.................................................................. about Mateo. 

B  How 2.................................................................. ? Tell me about it!

A  We fell out and he 3.................................................................. out of the room. 

B  Oh dear, I’m sorry to 4.................................................................. that. 

A  I 5..................................................................  that a good friend doesn’t storm out on you. 

B  True, but I think that 6..................................................................  it’s OK to fall out sometimes. 

A  Maybe. But you must agree that it’s 7.................................................................. in a friend that he says 

sorry after he behaves like that.

B  Yes, I 8.................................................................. . He was probably just angry. I’m sure he’ll call you 

tomorrow and say sorry. 

1 Tom is tall / short and plump / thin. He’s got short / long, straight / curly hair.  

He wears a cap / glasses.

2 Mrs Tomkins is tall / short and plump / thin. She’s got long / short, curly / straight hair.

3 Davina is short / tall and plump / thin. She’s got short / long, straight / wavy hair.  

She wears glasses / a cap.

 stormed       come       upset       think       hear       agree       with a good friend       important 
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